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0.1

I was very happy to find The Art of Computer Programming (TAOCP) under
the Christmas tree last year. So as I spend the next three decades working
through all the volumes (apparently, when done, Bill Gates will take my resume),
I thought I’d share the occasional piece of wisdom from Knuth. For example,
volume two of TAOCP contains a section on random number generation (RNG),
relevant to Monte Carlo methods and encryption, to name two applications.
Knuth lists a variety of different tests for random numbers, one of the more
accessible being the Pearson or Chi Squared test. Consider the following kernel,
which exploits (unpredictable) GPU warp scheduling and uncoordinated shared
memory access, to generate a set of pseudo-random numbers:

__global__ void rng_cuda(float * out)

{

int t_idx = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x;

__shared__ float values[512];

values[threadIdx.x] = threadIdx.x;

for (int i = 0; i<16; ++i) values[(t_idx + 32 + i) % 512] +=

values[threadIdx.x]/10;

for (int i = 0; i<16; ++i) values[threadIdx.x] -= values[(t_idx + 32

+ i) % 512]/10;

out[t_idx] = cos(values[threadIdx.x]);

}

You can compile this with (for instance) MS visual studio + CUDA and try it
out for yourself. Below is a comparison of random numbers generated using this
approach, taken from the interval [-0.5,0.5] , versus rand() from the standard
library. Visually the samples pass muster, since no discernible patterns appear,
unless you’re rain man. Pearson’s test is applied to support the independence
(uniformity) or lack thereof of samples, by providing a probabilistic measure.
For instance, perhaps our application is to generate 1000 rolls of the dice, in
which case we find Chi Squared values of 1.48 and 2.71 for the CPU and GPU
RNGs respectively. Apparently the CPU method is better. However, based on
comparison with the Chi Squared table, neither values are indicative that the
null hypothesis be rejected ie., up to a high degree of certainty, the samples
are independent. By way of concluding remark, it’s actually quite difficult to
come up with a definitive test for or definition of randomness; a quick google
will reveal just how challenging. Therefore, the Chi Squared test while useful
should be just one step within a larger battery of tests, statistical or otherwise.
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Further reading

• For more information on RNG testing, particularly with regards to cryp-
tographic applications, search for the dieharder test suite.

• If you’re interested in encrypting your network traffic using TSL/SSL,
boost asio is a good place to learn the C++ fundamentals.

• As you may know, quasi-random or low discrepancy sequence (LDS) num-
bers are useful in improving the convergence of Monte Carlo, a fascinating
field in of itself.

• I devised a method for constructing a low discrepancy sequence, for reasons
that escape me right now. There are some details here :
https://billbrouwer.files.wordpress.com/2008/11/lattice points.pdf

0.2

Last time we took a quick look at testing RNGs using Pearson’s test, based on
Section 3.3.1 of TAOCP. In this missive we jump ahead to Section 6.4 and dabble
in searching. In the last couple of decades search has taken on the dimensions
of a great human endeavor (seemingly irrespective of the value of what we’re
searching for, which is invariably more cat memes). At the heart of many
modern web applications is the NoSQL database, essentially a large hash table
in many instances. A NoSQL database frequently resides in memory, and can be
distributed across many machines (horizontal scaling referred to as sharding).
Overall much more performant and scalable than a relational database. At the
heart of the hash table is the hashing operation, something Knuth describes in
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his typical lighthearted style as ‘better than rummaging around’, with reference
to other search techniques. A hash function allows us to map a key K suitably
chopped up, hence the name ‘hash’, to a particular memory location in order to
retrieve values, or at least narrow the search. This is a very efficient operation
(O(1) averaged and amortized) that does place constraints on the function.
As it turns out, functions that avoid duplicate mappings (‘collisions’) are hard
to find. With even the best function, some means of collision handling must
be included in the subsequent logic. Knuth draws parallels with the birthday
paradox, which asserts that if 23 or more people are present in a room, odds
are even or better that two will share a birthday. In other words, if we just use
a random function to map 23 keys into 365 buckets, then there’s a roughly 50%
chance for collision. As a side note, the birthday paradox is related to another
test for RNGs. If we define the hash function h(k) such that it takes on at
most M different values, and if w is the word size for the machine, then in a
multiplicative scheme we choose integer A relatively prime to w such that:

h(K) = [M{(A/wK)mod1}]

In a second connection to last week’s discussion, good hash functions share
properties with low discrepancy or quasi-Monte Carlo sequence generation, in
that they scatter or fill space very efficiently. To ensure this property, the ratio
of A/w is set as close as possible to the golden ratio, the limit of theratiosof suc-
cessive terms of theFibonaccisequence. Analyzing this topic further leads into
(what would be) an interesting discussion on irrational numbers and continued
fraction representations.

To conclude I want to recommend boost::multi index for your work, a
great addition to your kitbag if you’re not using it already. boost::multi index

gives you the combined power of several STL containers, allowing for multiple
and different keys as well as types within the same object eg., this snippet from
a seismic reader I wrote for dealing with inconsistently shaped and randomly
sorted volumes, common in surface microseismic:

using segdDatabase = multi_index_container<segdTrace,

indexed_by<

ordered_unique<

tag<indx>, BOOST_MULTI_INDEX_MEMBER(segdTrace,uint32_t,Index)>,

ordered_unique<

tag<channel>,BOOST_MULTI_INDEX_MEMBER(segdTrace,uint32_t,Channel)>,

ordered_non_unique<

tag<channelset>,BOOST_MULTI_INDEX_MEMBER(segdTrace,uint32_t,ChannelSet)>,

ordered_non_unique<

tag<rxline>,BOOST_MULTI_INDEX_MEMBER(segdTrace,int32_t,ReceiverLineNumber)>,

ordered_non_unique<

tag<rxpoint>,BOOST_MULTI_INDEX_MEMBER(segdTrace,int32_t,ReceiverPointNumber)>

>>;
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Caveat: As with most boost header libraries, this is heavy templated and
debugging is not for the faint of heart, but clang++ is your faithful friend.
Further Reading

• This discussion is inspired by TAOCP section 6.4 (3rd Edition) and for-
ward.

• Mongo DB, Big Table (Google) and Dynamo DB (AWS) services are all
examples of NoSQL databases. At least two of those options have very
accessible SDKs and documentation eg., check out Mongo DB for an on-
prem solution that you can spin up and operate on within minutes.

• David Gross has put together an excellent couple of articles on boost::multi index,
including performance comparisons with combinations of STL containers.

0.3

We took a look at search and the hash table last time, this week we continue
the data structures theme with a review of the circular buffer. This is a very
useful object when dealing with data streams, common to real-time systems or in
connecting objects within cloud architectures, for example. In these scenarios
we frequently deal with buffering data in a producer/consumer pattern. In
other words, one or more threads adds frames to a shared buffer eg., packets
arriving over the network, while one or more threads sorts or otherwise digests
the frames. Circular buffers can be implemented using the logic of the circular
linked list, TAOCP section 2.2.4. In this version of the linked list, the last node
points back to the first. As a result, the entire collection of buffered objects
can be traversed from any point, and the impression of a continuum is created,
lending itself naturally to data streams. Moreover, depending on the operations
applied, a circular linked list can have the properties of a stack or a queue.
Thankfully we don’t need to code a circular buffer from scratch, we can use
boost::circular buffer, templated with the underlying object in the stream
IO. Considered on its own, the boost::circular buffer isn’t threadsafe, so
for streaming applications where multiple threads need to operate on the buffer,
extra logic is required; care must be taken to ensure that push/pull operations by
various threads are coordinated. We can accomplish this a traditional mutex.
By default, the boost::circular buffer is allocated with a fixed size, and
when full, new elements can’t be added. The following code block demonstrates
a basic implementation of a threadsafe circular buffer:

template <typename T>

class frame_buffer

{

private:

mutex frame_mutex;
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condition pop_ready;

condition push_ready;

circular_buffer< T > buffer;

public:

/// init by setting total number of stored frames

frame_buffer(size_t c)

{

buffer.set_capacity(c);

}

/// push a frame onto the buffer

void push(T& in)

{

mutex::scoped_lock lock(frame_mutex);

while (buffer.full())

push_ready.wait(lock);

buffer.push_back(in);

lock.unlock();

pop_ready.notify_all();

}

/// pop a frame from the buffer

T pop()

{

mutex::scoped_lock lock(frame_mutex);

while (buffer.empty())

pop_ready.wait(lock);

T out = buffer.front();

buffer.pop_front();

lock.unlock();

push_ready.notify_all();

return out;

}

}

To conclude, if you operate on streams in a high-performance context, you
will likely come across and learn to appreciate the circular buffer.
Further Reading

• This discussion is inspired by TAOCP section 2.2.4 (3rd Edition) and
forward.

• More information on boost::circular buffer consult boost.org
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• The publish/subscribe model is a very useful high level pattern for con-
necting objects in the cloud. Check out pub/sub if you haven’t already.

0.4

Slight detour this week from the data structures theme, as we dive into a mul-
tipart series on graphs. Graphs are defined as much by what they represent as
they are by the algorithms that surround them, deeply intertwined with the field
of mathematical topology. The impact of the graph on modern computation is
hard to overstate, particularly with regards to modeling social media networks,
or the web in general. Graph theory has been around at least since Euler’s
seminal paper ‘Seven Bridges of Konigsberg’, another gigantic tent pole in the
topology of graph theory (see what I did there?) being Dijkstra’s mid-century
work on the shortest distance between graph nodes. Knuth devotes Volume 4
(his famously incomplete tome) to combinatorial problems and graph theory.
Over time we may zoom in on specific sections, but this and next week(s) is
inspired more by his Stanford GraphBase project. If you’ve spent any time com-
ing to grips with d3.js for your management pleasing dashboard, then you’re
probably familiar with Knuth’s compilation of characters and relationships from
Les Miserable, beautifully represented as a force directed graph.

Many times graph edges are correlated with distance, Euclidean or otherwise.
Which brings us to our application, using graphs to represent physical attributes,
in order to perform computer vision. Referring to the figure attached, the first
panel (reading left to right, top to bottom) shows a slice through a migration
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volume of a detected and located microseismic event at t0, using synthetics
produced by Hooke from SGR. This event has a particular source moment tensor
associated with it, and the goal here is to apply computer vision in order to
determine the six unknown values. The second panel shows the results of image
kernel processing (edge detection) and selecting points along the outline, with
indices as indicated. The third panel shows the graph representation of these
points, using Delaunay triangulation. Last but not least, in panel four we have
an image of the adjacency matrix for the graph. The entries of the adjacency
matrix correspond to the edge values eg., element ij is the distance between
graph nodes i and j, and obviously this is a symmetric matrix with a real eigen-
spectrum. This issue of TTTAOCP is rapidly becoming tl;dr so next week(s)
we’ll conclude with the punchline, the graph matching work of Umeyama based
on eigen-decomposition and the Hungarian Algorithm. Overall an older but
fundamental work in image analysis and computer vision, and one that can
take distinct advantage of parallel computing.
Further Reading

• This discussion is inspired by TAOCP volume 4 and the Stanford Graph-
Base project: http://www-cs-faculty.stanford.edu/ uno/sgb.html

• boost::graph has been around since the early days of boost and pays
homage to STL/generic programming. It has implementations of several
key algorithms including topological sort and Dijkstra’s shortest path.

• If you haven’t already, dive into computer vision with OpenCV, available
for C/C++/python/Java, runs almost anywhere and takes advantage of
hardware acceleration where it can: http://opencv.org/. Since we’re all
about to be replaced by AI and robots (apparently), it wouldn’t hurt to
get inside their head.

0.5

Last week we began looking at graphs, as applied to computer vision, and
introduced an important work by Umeyama. He opens with following statement
in his monograph:

Structural description i.e., the description of a certain object in
terms of its parts, their properties and their mutual relations is one of
the most general methods for representing the real world . . . Above
all, one of the most difficult but interesting problems is optimum
matching between structural descriptions, i.e., the problem of find-
ing the correspondence between their parts in order to make the
corresponding properties and relations as consistent as possible.

We touched on this last week, when we decided to use a graph to describe
a migration image from microseismic monitoring. Ultimately we would like to
compare this graph with a database of other graphs with known moment tensors,
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taskA taskB taskC
workerA 4 5 3
workerB 1 4 6
workerC 2 7 2

in order to classify the case under consideration, by finding a match. Before we
can do that, we’ll need to bring up the solution to the assignment problem (eg.,
Knuth Volume 4, various places), solvable using the Hungarian algorithm. The
following is a simple example of the assignment problem. Given n workers who
charge n different amounts for certain tasks, what is the optimal assignment of
tasks to workers in order to minimize the cost eg., for n == 3 we might have
something like:

This general class of problem can be represented by a (bipartite) graph.
In solving this combinatorial optimization problem, we also provide (part) of a
means for matching or comparing graphs, and thus physical similarities between
images, as we’ll see in the conclusion next week.
Further Reading

• The Hungarian algorithm has an interesting background and formulation,
neither of which will fit in this short missive, consult Kuhn for more details:
“The Hungarian Method for the Assignment Problem”.

• You may know that the Hungarian algorithm is a favorite topic among
interviewers probing your algorithm chops. Top coder has arguably the
best description of the assignment problem and development/description
of the solution.

• The graph matching work I’m drawing from is : “An Eigendecomposition
Approach to Weighted Graph Matching Problems” by Shinji Umeyama.

0.6

To conclude this short series on graphs, we put the pieces together from the first
and second weeks, and bring in a final result. We motivated the use of graphs
in computer vision during week one, where we showed a migration image after
edge detection and sampling, connecting nodes using a Delaunay triangulation
(Voronoi is another popular tessellation eg., in facial recognition). Recall that
we can represent the connections in a graph by a (symmetric) adjacency matrix,
where row and column indices correlate with graph node indices, and matrix
entries are weights between nodes. To compare two graphs (eg., in order to
classify an image), we can look for a permutation of nodes that generates the
least difference between graphs. Umemaya developed an elegant method for
graphs that are isomorphic or close to it, which requires a permutation operator
that maximizes the trace of the matrix product Uh ∗ Ug′ where Uh and Ug
are the matrices formed by the absolute eigenvectors of adjacency matrices for
graphs h and g. As you may have guessed, the permutation operator (matrix)
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Figure 1: (upper) Two graphs for comparison and (lower) their adjacency ma-
trices

is that which is given by the operation of Hungarian algorithm on the matrix
product above.

Referring to the figure above, note that the example graphs are simply ro-
tated versions of one another. If we perform eigendecomposition on the adja-
cency matrices and compute the product of the absolutes, we find the following
result: 

0.875 1.0 0.969 0.946
0.939 0.9694 1.0 0.844
0.679 0.945 0.844 1.0
1.0 0.875 0.939 0.679


Applying the Hungarian algorithm, we find (as you can see from the figure

or this matrix) that node 1 of the left graph corresponds to node 2 of the right
graph, 2→ 3 and so on. Obviously we’ve glossed over many details here (please
do read the original manuscript for more details, especially if you’re interested
in a similar algorithm for directed graphs), however this hopefully gives you
a glimpse into the power of graphs and associated computations. Now you’re
almost ready to classify seismic images, or build your own sn*pchat clone
Further Reading

• I mentioned this elsewhere (maybe a newsletter article?), but check out
blazegraph if you’re interested in the myriad ways graphs can be used in
search and associated technology: https://www.blazegraph.com/
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• Graph computations and key deep learning algorithms take distinct ad-
vantage of linear algebra, which plays to the strengths of GPU. Check out
Nvidia’s getting started guide if you’d like to dive in further with deep
learning.

0.7

This week we pull back just slightly from graphs and jump to trees. We are
probably all familiar with the recursive strategy known as a binary search,
where (for example) we might be interested in finding the interval in an ordered
list that contains a particular value. This is a common step (for instance) in
interpolation. If we were to map out this process explicitly eg., for every interval
in the ordered sequence, we produced a binary tree. One possible extension to
higher dimensions is referred to as a k − d tree, and is particularly useful when
we search for nearest neighbors on the basis of multiple features. In the k − d
tree algorithm, rather than recursively subdivide a line, an n-dimensional space
is partitioned instead and vectors (eg., features) assigned to regions of space.
Knuth discusses the k-d tree in section 6.5 (subsection on geometric data),
motivated by the original problem statement in the form of the ‘post-office’
tree (attr. to Bruce McNutt). In our application for today, suppose we have a
collection of events in time and space, ordered by the time at which they arrived.
In order to search for nearest neighbor events on the basis of spatial location,
we might use the module from within scipy library of python and build a tree
just using the spatial locations eg., here using a simple grid of event points:

>>> from scipy import spatial

>>> x,y,z=np.mgrid[0:4,0:4,0:4]

>>> tree=spatial.KDTree(zip(x.ravel(), y.ravel(), z.ravel()))

Then in order to find the nearest neighbor for two events, a query is given
by the following simple call:

>>> pts=np.array([[4.1,1,1.9], [2.3,1.5,3]])

>>> tree.query(pts)

(array([ 1.1045361 , 0.58309519]), array([54, 39]))

For the two input event locations, nearest neighbors are located at positions
54 and 39 in the input array, at distances of roughly 1.1 and 0.58 away respec-
tively.
Further Reading

• This missive is taken from Section 6.5 in Knuth volume 3, following di-
rectly from the section on hash functions we touched on previously. Hash-
ing allows for retrieval on the basis of a primary key, a k−d tree or nearest
neighbor search can be construed as a search on the basis of attributes or
secondary keys.
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• Parallel construction of spatial hierarchical structures like the k − d tree
has been the subject of fairly intensive research over the years, particu-
larly with regards to real time ray tracing in computational geometry. A
parallel approach from Choi et al gives implementations using the Intel
Thread Building Blocks library and C++ eg., referenced in this dobbs
article:
http://www.drdobbs.com/cpp/parkd-parallel-k-d-tree-construction-in/227500206

• A closely related data structure that is used in the search for nearest-
neighbor shapes and allows for dynamic updates, insertions/deletions etc
(ie., database operations), is the R−tree, one possible implementation
available in boost::geometry

0.8

And now for something completely different! In the first volume of TAOCP,
Knuth describes a computer referred to as MIX. Not gentle reading, but well
worth it, if you like to understand how things work down at the lower levels.
We’ll discuss some analogous system topics at a higher level for the next couple
of weeks. For example, in section 1.4.3.2 Knuth describes tracing. strace is
one of the best tools for tracing the system calls made by an application, which
you can attach to a process thusly:

$ strace p <pid> //OR

$ strace <my_program_name>

A good way to learn strace is by examining system calls you’ll see on application
startup, for example here we apply strace to strace (mindbending I know). For
applications that require shared libraries, you will encounter statement groups
that look like the following:

open("/lib/x86_64-linux-gnu/libc.so.6", O_RDONLY|O_CLOEXEC) = 3

read(3,

"\177ELF\2\1\1\3\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\0\3\0>\0\1\0\0\0P\t\2\0\0\0\0\0"...,

832) = 832

fstat(3, {st_mode=S_IFREG|0755, st_size=1864888, ...}) = 0

mmap(NULL, 3967392, PROT_READ|PROT_EXEC, MAP_PRIVATE|MAP_DENYWRITE, 3,

0) = 0x7f5c6a2d8000

mprotect(0x7f5c6a497000, 2097152, PROT_NONE) = 0

mmap(0x7f5c6a697000, 24576, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE,

MAP_PRIVATE|MAP_FIXED|MAP_DENYWRITE, 3, 0x1bf000) = 0x7f5c6a697000

mmap(0x7f5c6a69d000, 14752, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE,

MAP_PRIVATE|MAP_FIXED|MAP_ANONYMOUS, -1, 0) = 0x7f5c6a69d000

close(3)

</code>
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Here the loader program invoked by the kernel on initial application execu-
tion loads a shared library from disk needed by the application into a memory
region. The memory region is initially declared off limits (PROT NONE), although
you should see at another point in the strace output a change in the access state
to read eg.,

mprotect(0x7f5c6a697000, 16384, PROT READ) = 0

An application that you find stalled is frequently stuck in a (blocking) call like
open, due to a resource being unavailable, which means the kernel retains con-
trol. This is one reason why system calls are to be avoided in a HPC context,
but also due to the cost incurred in handing control to the kernel. You can get
a feeling for the cost of your system calls in strace by using the c or r options.
Another frustrating system call in your strace output tends to look like this:

futex(0x7f5c6a, FUTEX WAIT, 1, NULL

which might simply mean that you’ve attached to the parent process (a good
day) that is waiting on threads to finish. Or should you have attached to a
spawned thread (eg., using ps efL | grep my app name to get the pid), and
found the same condition for prolonged periods of time, you may have a dead-
lock. In this situation it’s best to clear the calendar and settle in with a fresh
pot of coffee; it’s gonna be a long night pouring over reams of helgrind output.
Hurray!
Further Reading

• Knuth discusses MIX and basic elements of programming including I/O
in sections 1.3 and 1.4

• strace and debugging tools like gdb use the ptrace system call, which
effectively allows one process to control another. Ptrace was covered nicely
in Linux Journal back in 2002.

• If you want a short cut to solving your lock contention issue, then dtrace is
frequently more helpful than helgrind, which can have many false positives.

0.9

As mentioned last week, we’ll stay parked on topics that are system related, al-
though strictly speaking lie at the intersection of system and applications. We
only touched on tracing briefly, this week we cover that a little more and move
into the closely related topic of profiling. We’ll start with the treasure trove of in-
formation for a process available in the /proc/〈pid〉 directory, a quasi-filesystem
updated by the kernel. For this discussion we’ll use the test multithreaded
program below, where threads engage in sorts of random data.

#include <boost/thread.hpp>

#include <random>

#include <vector>
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struct devils_workshop

{

void operator()()

{

std::default_random_engine generator;

std::uniform_int_distribution<int> distribution(1,1e6);

for(size_t i=0; i<20; i++)

{

std::vector<int> data;

size_t limit = distribution(generator);

for (int i=0; i<limit; i++)

data.push_back(distribution(generator));

std::sort(data.begin(),data.end());

sleep(2);

}

}

};

int main()

{

boost::thread_group idle_hands;

for (size_t i=0; i<20; i++)

idle_hands.add_thread(new boost::thread(devils_workshop()));

idle_hands.join_all();

return 0;

}

When running a program we can get a picture of the memory layout used
by the program by examining /proc/〈pid〉/maps eg.,

7f9dbe13c000-7f9dbe146000 r--p 00172000 08:01 3409873

/usr/lib/x86\_64-linux-gnu/libstdc++.so.6.0.21

which tells us the address range for a memory segment (column 1), any file
descriptors in use, as well as a description of the region eg., a shared library
that was loaded (cf last week), the heap or stack for the program etc. On the
topic of heap memory, we could write a program based on ptrace (also cf last
week) to examine contents, knowing the range. More likely we’d take a less
laborious path and use massif from the valgrind suite eg., the figure attached
from issuing the commands in bash:

$ valgrind --tool=massif ./a.out

$ ms_print massif.out.<pid>
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Perf is a very powerful tool for studying kernel-application interactions, by
logging/measuring a variety of events from different sources. Measurements
based on kernel counters constitutes software events; perf can also take events
from the performance monitoring unit (PMU) of the CPU itself. For instance,
to get a quick summary of performance related events, you could issue:

$ perf stat -r 1 ./a.out

As you can see in the toy code below, we have a redundant sleep statement,
but also multiple threads that run so we expect that there are implicit wait-
s/sleeps under the hood too. To see the impact, we could specify specific kernel
events related to the scheduler in order to measure the impact (you will need
root/sudo):

$ sudo perf record -e sched:sched_stat_sleep -e sched:sched_switch -e

sched:sched_process_exit -g ./a.out

$ sudo perf report --stdio --show-total-period

To get a full list of measurable events, simply issue perf list, again certain
kernel related events require sudo/root. Last example for this week; in order
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to determine instruction hotspots you could issue the following (where if you’ve
compiled with debug symbols, you will get the calls alongside the assembly):

$ perf record ./a.out

$ perf annotate

Output image also attached. As you can see, comparison and memory oper-
ations take up the bulk of the work. Next time we’ll do a little more with perf,
and move more into IO.
Further Reading

• As with last week, this discussion is inspired by TAOCP section 1.3 and
1.4

• There are many good tutorials on perf eg., check out :
https://perf.wiki.kernel.org/index.php/Tutorial

• For much more information on the valgrind suite of tools :
http://valgrind.org/info/tools.html

0.10

This week we dive into perf a little more as well as a couple of static testing sug-
gestions. For example, a highly useful companion to perf (as well as a few other
dynamic tools like dtrace) is flamegraph : https://github.com/brendangregg/FlameGraph.
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Here we sample the toy application from last week at 99Hz and ultimately vi-
sualize the condensed stack trace (image below/attached):

$ sudo perf record -g -F 99 ./a.out

$ sudo perf script > out.perf

$ FlameGraph/stackcollapse-perf.pl out.perf > out.folded

$ FlameGraph/flamegraph.pl out.folded > foo.svg

Lots of superfluous work in this application, but then we’ve built with debug
symbols. A much more efficient stack trace results from compiling with opti-
mizations, we can even visualize a stack trace of sorts with symbols stripped
out with the s option (on compilation), although useful information in that
case is largely restricted to system calls. We could of course also sample the
stack by debugging with gdb and occasionally breaking/issuing bt (backtrace).
Sometimes a static analysis is called for, for example when looking for eg., a li-
brary/symbol in an executable that has known performance problems, or worse,
might be an attack vector. To get the full list of symbols used by an executable
be they included in the binary or external (UND’), you could issue readelf s eg.,
here we find for our toy application:

Should you want to look at things at an even lower level you could issue
a hexdump -C <my app>, or if you have access to the source, compile with -S
(big S) and stare at the assembly:) Next week we take a look at CPU and cache.
Further Reading

• hexdump is really valuable when trying to discern a new and/or myste-
rious file format eg., when a client is waiting on a result and a colleague
disappearing for vacation dumps seismic on you with corrupted headers.
But what do you do once you’ve made some fixes? Check out this article
: “Doing a Reverse Hex Dump” published in Linux Journal in 2002.

• Here’s an interesting article on working with LD PRELOAD (including
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peeking into your executable with readelf) to optimize your application,
found on the Intel website: “Optimizing without breaking a sweat”.

0.11

This week we conclude the miniseries inspired by Knuth’s MIX machine with a
quick look at data and instruction throughput on a CPU. Before moving to cache
profiling, it’s important to understand the machine topology eg., using lstopo

(picture below of the output from my VM/x86), by studying /proc/cpuinfo, or
with lscpu, to name three possibilities. One immediate gain can arise from
identifying and disabling hyper-threaded cores ( eg., at boot time) for when you
expect to execute numerically intensive code. In order to profile cache we can
use cachegrind eg., for our toy app we find (extract):

Two things to consider (optimize) are instruction (i) and data (d) through-
put; missing here is branch prediction, a huge subtopic in of itself. Instructions
can be explored in greater detail using the cg annotate tool of cachegrind. To
improve instruction performance, intrinsics and handwritten assembly are worth
exploring, although modern compilers are pretty hard to beat. Much easier to
improve data throughput eg., by improving memory access patterns, and tuning
affinity. Best also to use optimized libraries eg., BLAS and LAPACK although
if you need to use loops and shun the many iterators and optimized data struc-
tures available, make sure you understand the impact of memory alignment
and optimal access patterns. Sometimes you can use legitimate iterators/good
access patterns and find mysterious problems with memory management that
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induce applications to crash without warning. In order to diagnose the issue,
you may need to force the linux out of memory (OOM) killer to back off eg.,

$ echo -17 > /proc/pid/oom_score_adj

so that you can break and diagnose. At this point in time, with the rise of
managed code(s) and highly optimized libraries, it’s unlikely that new applica-
tions have much in the way of explicit memory management; worst case smart
pointers are used. Regardless, step one is to check that your code is leak-free
with default valgrind tool memcheck :) We didn’t really touch on IO much out-
side CPU last few weeks, but maybe we’ll come back to that. Next week we
return to algorithms with a look at connected components labeling, with several
interesting applications outside computer vision.
Further Reading

• For much more information on performance tuning with EC2, with rele-
vance to other VMs and bare metal applications running on Intel, check
out this presentation : https://www.slideshare.net/JulienSIMON5/deep-
dive-on-amazon-ec2-instances-march-2017 An interesting tidbit I picked
up from this presentation is that heavy use of AVX2 instructions can lead
to reduced clock rates for power conservation.

• Other (relatively) low hanging performance fruit includes tuning CPU
affinity, or binding processes to physical cores to increase the probabil-
ity that the kernel scheduler resumes a process near the data it requires,
without needing to make a costly call to main memory. This can be accom-
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plished with numactrl for example, here’s an interesting post on this topic:
http://www.glennklockwood.com/hpc-howtos/process-affinity.html

• This is a superior blog with several deep dives into performance tuning, in-
cluding this article on comparisons between working with assembly, intrin-
sics and the impact of different compilers : https://danluu.com/assembly-
intrinsics/

• Here’s a good article on OOM, something that in my experience is becom-
ing more common in this era of virtualization/heavily shared resources:
http://blog.fpmurphy.com/2014/12/out-of-memory-killer.html

0.12

I’ve been getting carried away last few weeks, so a quick one this time; con-
nected components labeling. Connectedness with respect to graphs is touched
on at many points in Knuth volume 4a, beginning with section 7. Connected
component labeling (CCL) refers specifically to labeling components (eg., pixels
in an image) on the basis of their connections. Below is a snapshot from a C++
implementation, showing the 8-connectivity algorithm. Here, a black pixel’s
eight nearest neighbors are examined, in order to assign an appropriate label.
Once a local neighborhood is explored and labeled, nodes (pixel i− j) that are
labeled and assigned to a group are stored in a std::map, and labels stored in
a flat array for a given i − j, with values initialized to -1 (unassigned). CCL
is used heavily in computer vision, but is very useful in any application that
benefits from attaching physical properties to connected groups, and making
computational decisions based on group properties or attributes. For example,
in certain fluid transport problems, computational cells unconnected to a group
with a source and/or sink can be discarded from the solve, dramatically reduc-
ing the problem domain and thus compute time. Similarly when binning objects
in two and three dimensions, by analogy with pixels and voxels, CCL can be
applied to understand the groups that are formed. Homework; extend CCL to
3D :)

for (size_t i=1; i<rows-1; i++)

{

for ( size_t j=1; j<columns-1; j++)

{

if ( input.at(i,j) != 0 && labels[i*columns+j] == -1 )

{

y.push_back(i);

x.push_back(j);

labels[i*columns+j] = label;

std::vector<std::pair<int,int> > tmp;

tmp.push_back({i,j});
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while ((x.back() !=0) && (y.back() !=0) &&\

(y.back()!=rows-1) && (x.back()!=columns-1))

{

int mm = y.back(); y.pop_back();

int nn = x.back(); x.pop_back();

check_nn(mm-1,nn-1,x,y,input,tmp);

check_nn(mm-1,nn,x,y,input,tmp);

check_nn(mm-1,nn+1,x,y,input,tmp);

check_nn(mm,nn-1,x,y,input,tmp);

check_nn(mm,nn+1,x,y,input,tmp);

check_nn(mm+1,nn-1,x,y,input,tmp);

check_nn(mm+1,nn,x,y,input,tmp);

check_nn(mm+1,nn+1,x,y,input,tmp);

}

groups[label]=tmp;

label++;

}

}

}

Further Reading

• Many computer vision tasks can readily take place on a GPU, eg., check
out the Jetson developer page if you haven’t already.

• CCL doesn’t seem like it would port easily to GPU, although this work
has a decent looking implementation: “Connected Component Labeling
in CUDA”

• For an entertaining read on large, random graph properties including con-
nected components see this arxiv classic:
https://arxiv.org/pdf/math/9310236.pdf

0.13

Next few weeks we’ll stay parked on numerical topics, specifically related to
polynomials. The Nvidia GTC took place this week, a great event if ever you
get the chance to attend. By analogy with hardware acceleration, this week
we take a look at accelerating numerical convergence (if you will) using Pade
approximants. This is relevant (for example) when dealing with a Taylor series
for a complex function, that converges slowly or not at all.

The Pade approximant is expressed as the ratio of two polynomials, provid-
ing an increasingly good approximation to an infinite series. It has an elegant
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representation as a continued fraction, considered the best rational representa-
tion for real numbers (Knuth section 4.5.3).

Using the notation of Bender and Orszag, below is the continued fraction
representation for a Pade approximant,

FN (z) ≈
J−1∑
n=0

anz
n +

c0z
J

1 + c1z
1+

c2z

1+
c3z
1+...

and several of the coefficients, lovingly calculated and handcrafted in Latex
by yours truly.

c0 = a0
c1 = −a1

c0
c2 = a2

c0c1
− c1

c3 = − (c1+c2)
2

c2
− a3

c0c1c2

c4 = −2c1 − 2c2 − c3 − (c1+c2)
3)

c2c3
+ a4

c0c1c2c3
c5 = −c1 − c2 − c3 − c4−
1
c4

[
a4

c0c1c2
− c3c1 − c1

c2
(c1 + c2)2 − a4

c0c1c3
+ a4

c0c2c3
+ a5

c0c1c2c4

]
The figure shows the J = 0, N = 5 Pade approximant to log(1+z)/z (plotted

using ‘x’), versus the same function calculated using five terms from the Taylor
series (‘o’), as well as the function itself (solid line). The Pade approximant
tracks the function fairly accurately over the interval, versus using the truncated
Taylor series. Below is the octave/matlab script used to generate the figure.

z=0:0.1:2;

a0=1;

a1=-1/2;

a2=1/3;

a3=-1/4;

a4=-1/5;

a5=-1/6;

c0=a0;

c1=-a1/c0;

c2=a2/(c0*c1)-c1;

c3=-(c1+c2)*(c1+c2)/c2 - a3 / (c0*c1*c2);

c4=-2*c1-2*c2-c3-((c1+c2)^3 / (c2*c3)) + a4 / (c0*c1*c2*c3);

c5=-c1-c2-c3-c4-(a4/(c0*c1*c2)-c3*c1-(c1/c2)*(c1+c2)*(c1+c2)

-a4/(c0*c1*c3)+a4/(c0*c2*c3)+a5/(c0*c1*c2*c4))/c4;

f=a0+ a1.*z + a2.*z.^2 + a3.*z.^3 + a4.*z.^4 + a5.*z.^5;

g=c0 ./ (1 + c1.*z ./ (1 + c2.*z ./ (1 + c3.*z ./ (1 + c4.*z ./

(1+c5.*z)))));

plot(z,f,’o’,z,g,’x’,z,log(1+z)./z);
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• This missive based on Knuth section 4.5.3

• For much more on continued fractions and Pade Approximants, check out
Bender and Orszag section 8.4, one of the best books in computational
physics.

• Pade approximants can also be used in place of operators in differential
equations eg., check out this paper with geophysical relevance, “Deriva-
tion of a wide-angle parabolic equation for sound waves in inhomogeneous
moving media”

0.14

This week we stay with polynomial computations, frequently used for tran-
scendental function evaluation (eg., last week, where we looked at asymptotic
methods). Horner’s rule (Knuth 4.6.4) is straightforward, likely discovered by
many others going back as far as Chinese mathematician Qin Jiushao (according
to wiki). Consider an Nth order polynomial;then Horner’s rule gives an efficient
means for calculating the polynomial:

s(t) = a0 + a1 · t + a2 · t2 + . . . + aN−1 · tN−1

= t · (t · (. . . t · (t · aN−1 + aN−2) . . . + a2) + a1) + a0

Polynomial computation, particularly by hardware accelerators including
FPGAs, is fairly ubiquitous in DSP. Consider the signal resampling problem,
not uncommon in seismic data processing. On the basis of discrete time samples
s(n), we would like to determine unknown value y, as per the figure.
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A popular method for calculating a signal at a fractional shift d is via La-
grange interpolation, the polynomial expression given initially. Using unitless
time, and restricting attention to a cubic (thus we can fit four points), below is
displayed the resulting equations for the polynomial coefficients.

a0 + a1 · (−2) + a2 · (−2)2 + a3 · (−2)3 = s(n− 3)
a0 + a1 · (−1) + a2 · (−1)2 + a3 · (−1)3 = s(n− 2)
a0 + a1 · (0) + a2 · (0)2 + a3 · (0)3 = s(n− 1)
a0 + a1 · (1) + a2 · (1)2 + a3 · (1)3 = s(n)

This is a matrix equation, whose structure is of the Vandermonde type, with
the solution below.

a = M−1 · s =


0 0 1 0
1
6 −1 1

2
1
3

0 1
2 −1 1

2
− 1

6
1
2 − 1

2
1
6

 ·


s(n− 3)
s(n− 2)
s(n− 1)
s(n)


Applying this solution to the Horner rule results in what is referred to as a

Farrow structure in DSP.
Further Reading

• This week based on Knuth 4.6.4

• An amazing body of work on audio signal processing has been put to-
gether over the years by Julius O. Smith III. Check out this resource :
https://ccrma.stanford.edu/ jos/pasp/, and his book (with many mat-
lab/octave examples) is well worth it too : “Spectral Audio Signal Pro-
cessing”

• You could explore FPGA hardware acceleration with F1 AWS EC2 in-
stances.

• In this vein, here’s an interesting thesis on efficient polynomial calculation
for FPGA : https://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/eng/staff/saf/publications/xu-
mengthesis2013.pdf
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• I based the equations above on this article at en.dsplib.org “Digital re-
sampling by using polynomial interpolation. Farrow filter”.

0.15

Knuth has much to say on polynomials, we’ve barely scratched the surface.
For example, in section 4.6.4 he recasts the calculation of the matrix determi-
nant as polynomial evaluation, specifically one in terms n2 variables xij . Matrix
determinants are important in Jacobian evaluation, direct solvers and even cryp-
tology. We’ll get to the latter in coming weeks, but first an efficient means for
calculating the matrix determinant in terms of LU decomposition. Since the
determinant of a matrix A can be expressed as the product of the determinants
of its matrix factors, then by calculating the LU decomposition for A, we can
evaluate the matrix determinant as the product of determinants for L and U
and permutation matrix P :

det(A) = det(P ) ∗ det(L) ∗ det(U)

The beauty of this approach is that determinants for L and U are simply
the product of their diagonal entries, overall an approach considerably simpler
in most cases than calculating the determinant for A explicitly.
Further Reading

• With regards to cloud technologies and security, it’s helpful to understand
the vagaries of encryption and protecting information, particularly in data
transmission. Seminal work in exploring vulnerabilities in encryption has
been performed by Coppersmith, and draws on polynomial factorization
eg., “Small Solutions to Polynomial Equations, and Low Exponent RSA
Vulnerabilities”

• I put together a GPU implementation for LU decomposition on large
batches of small matrices, suited to studies in the fractional quantum
Hall effect, you can read about it here: “Efficient Batch LU and QR De-
composition on GPU”. Pierre-Yves Taunay completed the work on QR.

• Knuth discusses polynomial evaluation in 4.6.4

0.16

We’re at the end of a mini-series on polynomials, a rich field containing many
subtopics including factorization. Knuth devotes a large section to the Berlekamp
algorithm, one step in an encryption algorithm or testing schemes for the same.
Before we get to that, a quick review of finite fields. Recall that a field is finite
if the number elements is finite, and is endowed with arithmetic operations and
properties such as commutivity. Galois fields may be constructed over primes
p or polynomials m(x) that are irreducable over Fp. If the degree of m(x) is
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n, then the field has pn elements whose values are polynomials of order less
than n, and coefficients in the range {0, 1, ..., p−1}. One of the most important
examples is GF (2) ie., the binary field, which has operations of addition and
multiplication that are XOR and AND operations respectively. Although in gen-
eral we aren’t concerned as much with these operations as much as we are with
polynomial factorization. So without further ado, I give you the Chor-Rivest
knapsack cryptosystem. Most encryption schemes use modular arithmetic, this
method (demonstrated to be vulnerable) uses finite fields instead. As usual,
our heros Alice and Bob wish to exchange information, initiated by Alice who
creates a public key for Bob to use for encryption. Alice chooses a particular
field constructed over irreducible polynomial m(x) and picks a random primitive
element g(x).

(%i48) gf_set(7,x^4+3*x^3+5*x^2+6*x+2);

(%o48) Structure [GF-DATA]

(%i51) g:2*x^2+x+7;

2

(%o51) 2 x + x + 7

(%i52) gf_primitive_p(g);

(%o52) true

As you can probably tell, here p = 7, n = 4 and m(x) is the first polynomial.
Alice creates a list by taking the log with base g(x) of (x+i), where i = 0, ..., p−1.
This list is then added to a random number d < pn−2, mod pn−1 (‘gf order()’
below). These numbers are the public cipher, transmitted to Bob in order to
encrypt his message.

(%i53) a:makelist(gf_log(x+i,g),i,0,6);

(%o53) [604, 1905, 922, 144, 197, 140, 1889]

(%i54) d:771;

(%o54) 771

(%i55) c:makelist(mod(a[i]+d,gf_order()),i,1,7);

(%o55) [1375, 276, 1693, 915, 968, 911, 260]

Bob puts together a message M containing n = 4 ones, and encodes it thusly
for transmission to Alice:

(%i56) M:[1,0,0,1,1,1,0];

(%o56) [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0]

(%i57) c:mod(sum(M[i]*c[i],i,1,7),gf_order());

(%o57) 1769

Alice upon receipt of the message subtracts n ∗d, modulo pn− 1. The primitive
g(x) is then raised to the power of this result:

(%i64) r:mod(c-4 * d,gf_order());

(%o64) 1085

(%i65) u:gf_exp(g,r);
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3

(%o65) 2 x + 5 x + 5

Finally, the result of the exponentiation (mod m(x)) is added to m(x), and
factored. By inspection, you can see that the factors correspond to the positions
of the ones in the original message.

(%i66) s:u+gf_reduction();

4 3 2

(%o66) x + 5 x + 5 x + 11 x + 7

(%i67) gf_factor(s);

(%o67) x (x + 3) (x + 4) (x + 5)

(%i68) M;

(%o68) [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0]

Further Reading

• It took me a while to kick out this final chapter in the current miniseries
on polynomials; long time since I touched on number theory :) Back in
the day I found Schroeder’s book to be an excellent treatment on num-
ber theory for the applied scientist : “Number Theory in Science and
Communication”

• This discussion is inspired by Knuth’s treatment of the Berlekamp algo-
rithm, but was largely a reproduction of the steps presented in “Finite
Field Computations in Maxima”, Caruso et al.

• While researching this topic, I was surprised to find that Wolfram Alpha
allows to you do a large number of CAS operations online now, for free!

• As alluded to last and this week, encryption and security is a very rele-
vant topic in this day and age, particularly as we move more into cloud.
Here’s an interesting read on a relatively new threat, http header injection:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTTP header injection

• If you made it though the reference to Coppersmith’s work last week, then
this is a fascinating followup, which features (sage) code for an RSA attack
“LLL lattice basis reduction algorithm” by Helfer Etienne.

0.17

We spent time looking at some of the theory behind encryption (or at least
a finite-field analog), so next few weeks we’ll look at the practical aspects of
establishing a secure client-server communication. In line with the zeitgeist, as
more of our workflows move to cloud, it’s helpful to know (for example) how a
client might communicate with a RESTful file service in order to grab a data
chunk to work on. Let’s assume we’re creating the service ourselves, versus
using a vendor solution, and that we’re working with Apache + PHP. So that
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I innoculate myself against religious attacks, note that node.js, django, java
etc etc are all perfectly good platforms too :) In fact, down the track when
we return to search topics via Knuth, we’ll kick out a MEAN (Mongo DB +
Express + Angular + Node.js) app. I digress.

Supposing our server box is Ubuntu, then we can install Apache and PHP
(with Mongo support) thusly:

$ sudo apt-get install apache2

$ sudo apt-get install php-pear php5 php5-dev

$ sudo pecl install mongo

$ sudo -i

$ echo ‘extension=mongo.so’ >> /etc/php5/apache2/php.ini

$ echo ‘extension=mongo.so’ >> /etc/php5/cli/php.ini

With this done, we’ll configure Apache for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) com-
munication using the a2enmod script (enables or disables Apache modules):

$ sudo a2enmod ssl

$ sudo service apache2 restart

Last but not least, server side we’ll set up a public certificate for distribution
to the client(s) (analogous to the string of numbers Alice gave to Bob last week),
as well as the private key, that lives in /etc/apache2/ssl.

$ sudo mkdir /etc/apache2/ssl

$ sudo openssl req -x509 -nodes -days 365 -newkey rsa:2048 -keyout

/etc/apache2/ssl/apache.key -out /etc/apache2/ssl/apache.crt

As on many other occasions in this series, you may well ask “what the heck
is going on?”. Herewith an excellent description from Digital Ocean:

• openssl: This is the basic command line tool provided by OpenSSL to
create and manage certificates, keys, signing requests, etc.

• req: This specifies a subcommand for X.509 certificate signing request
(CSR) management. X.509 is a public key infrastructure standard that
SSL adheres to for its key and certificate management. Since we are
wanting to create a new X.509 certificate, this is what we want.

• -x509: This option specifies that we want to make a self-signed certificate
file instead of generating a certificate request.

• -nodes: This option tells OpenSSL that we do not wish to secure our key
file with a passphrase. Having a password protected key file would get in
the way of Apache starting automatically as we would have to enter the
password every time the service restarts.
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• -days 365: This specifies that the certificate we are creating will be valid
for one year.

• -newkey rsa:2048: This option will create the certificate request and a new
private key at the same time. This is necessary since we didn’t create a
private key in advance. The rsa:2048 tells OpenSSL to generate an RSA
key that is 2048 bits long.

• -keyout: This parameter names the output file for the private key file that
is being created.

• -out: This option names the output file for the certificate that we are
generating.

Last but not least, here’s a sketch of a PHP route that will be served up,
and that the client will communicate with, to be discussed next week(s):

<?php

// config details

include(’/var/www/info.php’);

if(isset($_GET["ID"]) &&

isset($_GET["project"]) &&

isset($_GET["time"]))

{

$t = $_GET["time"];

$ID = $_GET["ID"];

$proj = $_GET["project"];

// variables from the config file

$connection_details=sprintf(’mongodb://%s:%d’,$dbHost,$dbPort);

try

{

$connection = new Mongo($connection_details);

$db =

$connection->selectDB($dbName)->selectCollection($dbCollect);

}

catch(Exception $e)

{

$msg = $session_time . $e . "\n";

error_log($msg,3,$logFile);

}

// ask for the locations of data volumes in a time range
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$start = strval($t-60);

$end = strval($t+60);

$doc = array(

’jobID’ => $ID,

’project’ => $proj,

’time’ => array(’$gt’ => $start, ’$lte’ => $end),

’client’ => ’file’);

try

{

$result = $db->find($doc);

$connection->close();

if (sizeof($result) <1)

{

echo "{\"msg\":\"failed to retrieve data for the specified

query\"}";

}

else

{

// other steps needed to make/find data,

// response string is JSON error msg

$response="";

// the name (full path) of the data payload

$out = "";

if (strlen($response) < 1)

{

header(’Content-Description: File Transfer’);

header(’Content-Type: application/octet-stream’);

header(’Content-Disposition: attachment;

filename="’.basename($out).’"’);

header(’Expires: 0’);

header(’Cache-Control: must-revalidate’);

header(’Pragma: public’);

header(’Content-Length: ’ . filesize($out));

readfile($out);

}

else

{

echo $response;

}

}
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}

catch(Exception $e)

{

$msg = $session_time . $e . "\n";

error_log($msg,3,$logFile);

}

}

else

{

echo "{\"msg\":\"must specify project,time and ID in query\"}";

}

?>

As intimated, the server will respond to requests from the client for data.
Here the server queries a Mongo DB for file details including (presumably) the
path, start time(s) available. The client has communicated the request via the
query string of the URL, to be discussed. Next time(s) we’ll drill into the client
details, taking a look at an example based on Christopher M. Kohlhoff’s Boost
Asio (C++) SSL client.

Further Reading

• For much more (and better) information on setting up an Ubuntu server
for SSL + Apache, please see : https://www.digitalocean.com/community/tutorials/
and grep on the appropriate keywords.

• Here’s an interesting read on the heart bleed vulnerability, found a few
years ago in the OpenSSL library : http://heartbleed.com/

• Knuth has a wonderful discussion on pages 403-407 of Volume 2 (3rd Ed.)
devoted to RSA, the strength of which, as you probably know, is based
on the difficulty of factoring large numbers.

0.18

This week is part two of a miniseries dedicated to create a RESTful client-server
pair. Last week looked at creating the server, this week we look at the client. As
mentioned previously, we’ll use the SSL client from Boost Asio C++, included
below. I’ve made small modifications, allowing the client to retrieve a binary
payload from the server eg., a seismic file. I’ll include some references later on
REST, here we’re creating a GET request, and will encode the route, IP of the
server and query details eg.,

std::string request = "GET /download.php";

request+="?ID="+m_job_id;

request+="&project="+m_project_name;

request+="&time="+time;
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request+=" HTTP/1.1\r\nHost: "+m_file_server_ip+"\r\n";

request+="User-Agent: rtpSeismic\r\nAccept: ";

request+="text/html,application/xhtml+xml,application/xml;";

request+="q=0.9,*/*;q=0.8\r\nAccept-Language: en-US,en;q=0.5";

request+="\r\nAccept-Encoding: gzip, deflate\r\nConnection: ";

request+="keep-alive\r\n\r\n";

We then establish a tcp connection with the server on port 443 (https), which
entails using the io service object. boost::asio uses the reactor pattern, and
asynchronous behavior including non-blocking interactions with the kernel (eg.,
opening the socket) are handled in these steps. Here we also load and verify
the certificate that we generated last time (converted to *pem format to suit
boost::asio, using Openssl), comparing notes with the server during the initial
handshake, after the socket is opened.

boost::asio::io_service io_service;

boost::asio::ip::tcp::resolver resolver(io_service);

boost::asio::ip::tcp::resolver::query query(m_file_server_ip.c_str(),

"443");

boost::asio::ip::tcp::resolver::iterator iterator =

resolver.resolve(query);

boost::asio::ssl::context ctx(boost::asio::ssl::context::sslv23);

ctx.load_verify_file("/etc/ssl/certs/apache.pem");

Last but not least, with the socket open/opening we initiate the SSL client,
handing the pointer for our request as well as certificate details. I’ve modified
the client to enable blocking reads; for the application I was working on, there’s
not much more to be done without the binary data for processing. This goes
against the grain of the boost::asio philosophy, although we are using non-
blocking calls under the hood in creating the connection at least. Note also that
I start examining the returned payload for type.

char * msg = (char*) request.c_str();

int ln = request.size();

rtpSeismic::acquisition::ssl_client c(io_service, ctx, iterator,msg,ln);

io_service.run();

auto bytes = c.getOutput();

// look for the ARMA or null (no record) header

std::string header((char*) bytes.data(),1024);

size_t pos1 = header.find("[]");

size_t pos2 = header.find("ARMA");
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And that’s just about all there is to it! You’ve probably made the association,
but the route referenced in the request is the php script given last time (that
resides in /var/www/html on the server), and obviously the query string will
change to reflect the time window required for processing. Last but not least,
it’s always worth checking with tools like wireshark that encryption is working.
I leave you with a screen shot of a communication between client and server
encrypted using the strategy as laid out,

and what the packets look like without encryption eg., you can read off the
header:
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Further Reading

• For an excellent discussion on boost::asio, please consult the source:
http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/1 64 0/doc/html/boost asio.html

• Dobbs and Stack Overflow have great descriptions of RESTful program-
ming.

//

// Copyright (c) 2003-2011 Christopher M. Kohlhoff (chris at kohlhoff

dot com)

//

// Distributed under the Boost Software License, Version 1.0. (See

accompanying

// file LICENSE_1_0.txt or copy at http://www.boost.org/LICENSE_1_0.txt)

//

#include <cstdlib>

#include <iostream>

#include <boost/bind.hpp>

#include <boost/asio.hpp>

#include <boost/asio/ssl.hpp>

#include <memory>

#define MAX_RESPONSE 2048

/// ssl client

class ssl_client

{

public:

///

ssl_client(boost::asio::io_service& io_service,

boost::asio::ssl::context& context,

boost::asio::ip::tcp::resolver::iterator

endpoint_iterator,

char * msg,

int request_length)

: m_socket(io_service,

context),m_request(msg),m_request_length(request_length)

{

m_socket.set_verify_mode(boost::asio::ssl::verify_peer);

m_socket.set_verify_callback(

boost::bind(&ssl_client::verify_certificate, this, _1,

_2));

boost::asio::async_connect(m_socket.lowest_layer(),

endpoint_iterator,
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boost::bind(&ssl_client::handle_connect, this,

boost::asio::placeholders::error));

}

///

bool verify_certificate(bool preverified,

boost::asio::ssl::verify_context& ctx)

{

// The verify callback can be used to check whether the

certificate that is

// being presented is valid for the peer. For example, RFC

2818 describes

// the steps involved in doing this for HTTPS. Consult the

OpenSSL

// documentation for more details. Note that the callback is

called once

// for each certificate in the certificate chain, starting

from the root

// certificate authority.

// In this example we will simply print the certificate’s

subject name.

char subject_name[256];

X509* cert =

X509_STORE_CTX_get_current_cert(ctx.native_handle());

X509_NAME_oneline(X509_get_subject_name(cert), subject_name,

256);

return preverified;

}

///

void handle_connect(const boost::system::error_code& error)

{

if (!error)

{

m_socket.async_handshake(boost::asio::ssl::stream_base::client,

boost::bind(&ssl_client::handle_handshake, this,

boost::asio::placeholders::error));

}

else

{

std::cerr << "Connect failed: " << error.message() <<

std::endl;

}

}

///

void handle_handshake(const boost::system::error_code& error)

{
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if (!error)

{

boost::asio::async_write(m_socket,

boost::asio::buffer(m_request, m_request_length),

boost::bind(&ssl_client::handle_write, this,

boost::asio::placeholders::error,

boost::asio::placeholders::bytes_transferred));

}

else

{

std::cerr << "Handshake failed: " << error.message() <<

std::endl;

}

}

///

void handle_write(const boost::system::error_code& error,

size_t bytes_transferred)

{

if (!error)

{

boost::system::error_code ec;

for(;;)

{

size_t len =

m_socket.read_some(boost::asio::buffer(m_reply,MAX_RESPONSE),ec);

if (ec == boost::asio::error::eof || len == 0)

break; // Connection closed cleanly by peer.

else if (ec)

throw std::runtime_error("connection with remote

server failed; possible 500 or bad EOF");

for (size_t i=0; i<len; i++)

m_output.push_back(m_reply[i]);

}

}

else

{

std::cerr << "Write failed: " << error.message() <<

std::endl;

}

}

///

std::vector<uint8_t> getOutput(){ return m_output;};

private:
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///

char * m_request;

size_t m_request_length;

char m_reply[MAX_RESPONSE];

size_t m_bytes_transferred;

std::vector<uint8_t> m_output;

boost::asio::ssl::stream<boost::asio::ip::tcp::socket> m_socket;

};

0.19

Next couple of weeks we’ll look at memory, begining with the buddy system,
a method for memory allocation described by Knuth in section 2.5 part C.
Memory blocks in this scheme are of size 2k, and should size requests from user
space not be powers of two, requests are rounded up to the nearest power of two.
The buddy system relies on maintaining a record of, or otherwise identifying
available 2k blocks, where k ≤ m and there are 2m total words available, with
addresses between 0 and 2m− 1. When a request for 2k words is made, a larger
block may split in two recursively until such time as one half of a subsequent
block is of the correct size. The two halves created at any step are referred to
as buddies, and will coalesce when both free to reform larger contiguous blocks
(also recursively if possible). A significant advantage of this approach is the
ease with which the address of one half of a buddy pair may be obtained based
on the knowledge of the address for the other half (XOR of block address and
size). Block state and addresses may be stored in a binary tree structure.

To summarize, blocks can be reserved using the following method:

• If an appropriate block is found (eg., via traversing the tree) and is of the
correct size, then mark as reserved and return address, else:

• The block is split recursively until such times as a candidate block is the
next power of two in size compared to the request; mark as reserved and
return address.

While this approach is very efficient and eliminates external fragmentation, or
allocation of blocks that go unused, it does result in internal fragmentation.
Obviously when rounding to the nearest (higher) power of two, some of the
allocated block itself goes unused. The following figures are results of Monte
Carlo experiments, using a C/C++ implementation of the buddy method, where
m == 14 ie., there are a maximum of 16K one byte blocks available. Requests
of average size 25 bytes (uniform distribution, second panel) are made without
releasing blocks. Within 400-500 iterations there are no further blocks available
and as displayed, the amount of vestigial or wasted space (internal fragmenta-
tion) is 33%. This is an example of the 50% rule; statistically speaking, if N
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blocks are allocated, then 50% of these are fragmented and thus the ratio of
fragmented blocks to all is 1:3 ie., 0.5N/(N + 0.5N) == 1/3.
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Referring to the next figure, the number of splitting iterations trends up
with request number, as does the returned address.
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In the final figure, the number of splitting iterations is plotted against the re-
quest size (crosses). On average, the number of iterations required to create and
allocate a suitable block trends lower with increasing request size. Repeating
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these experiments with different values of m or average request size produces
similar behavior, with one (potentially) interesting caveat. There appears to
be 30-40% less splitting iterations, if the requests are already powers of two,
as compared with the original experiment, using a similar average request size
(circles in figure). In other words, there appears to be a performance advantage
to using power of two requests, ignoring any impact of the (unused) memory on
the user application.
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Further reading

• For much more information on memory management including garbage
collection, you could consult this excellent resource :
http://www.memorymanagement.org/

• This weeks edition inspired directly by Knuth section 2.5.

• The buddy system is used in the linux kernel for memory management eg.,
https://www.kernel.org/doc/gorman/html/understand/understand009.html

0.20

We conclude this short series on memory with a look at smart pointers. Last
time we focused on the buddy allocation system, under the hood of the linux
kernel. As you saw, without freeing memory we quickly run out and therefore
in any real scenario we need a safe way to do so from user space. There are
good arguments for garbage collection and managed code in a HPC context,
we all have a favorite. However smart pointers give you (arguably) the leanest
and safest alternative to handle the heap in C++, several key examples have
been included as of C++11. Smart pointers are objects themselves, which
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implicitly track references to a target object or indeed copies of the same object,
removing the need for explicit delete calls and associated headaches. Here’s a
quick overview of several examples available in Boost:

0.20.1 scoped ptr

This smart pointer is an object that stores a pointer to an object T and is
guaranteed to be deleted when it goes out of scope, unless there are exceptions
in the destructor in which case behavior is undefined. Here’s a little example:

#include <boost/scoped_ptr.hpp>

#include <iostream>

class classA {

public:

classA() { std::cout << "classA constr\n";};

~classA() { std::cout << "classA destr\n"; }

};

class classB {

public:

classB() { std::cout << "classB constr\n";};

~classB() { std::cout << "classB destr\n";};

};

int main()

{

boost::scoped_ptr<classA> x(new classA);

{

boost::scoped_ptr<classB> y(new classB);

}

return 0;

}

for which you should find the following:

$ g++ scoped_ptr.cpp

$ ./a.out

classA constr

classB constr

classB destr

classA dest

0.20.2 scoped array

This object affords similar usage, with the added benefit of an overloaded []
operator eg.,
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#include <boost/scoped_array.hpp>

#include <iostream>

class classA {

private:

int i;

public:

classA() : i(0) { std::cout << "classA constr\n";}

~classA() { std::cout << "classA destr\n"; }

void msg(){ i++; std::cout << "accessed classA " << i <<

"times\n";}

};

int main()

{

boost::scoped_array<classA> x (new classA[2]);

boost::scoped_array<classA> y (new classA[1]);

x[1].msg();

x[1].msg();

x.swap(y);

x[0].msg();

return 0;

}

with the following output:

$ g++ scoped_array.cpp

$ ./a.out

classA constr

classA constr

classA constr

accessed classA 1times

accessed classA 2times

accessed classA 1times

classA destr

classA destr

classA destr

0.20.3 shared ptr

Last but not least, this object allows you to share references with something
approaching reckless abandon eg.,
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#include <boost/shared_ptr.hpp>

#include <iostream>

class classA {

private:

int i;

public:

classA() : i(0) { std::cout << "classA constr\n";}

~classA() { std::cout << "classA destr\n"; }

void msg(){ i++; std::cout << "accessed classA " << i << "

times\n";}

};

int main(int argc, char* argv[])

{

boost::shared_ptr<classA> x (new classA());

boost::shared_ptr<classA> y (x);

x->msg();

x->msg();

y->msg();

return 0;

}

A simple check with valgrind will confirm that we are leak free eg.,

$ valgrind ./a.out

==10828== Memcheck, a memory error detector

==10828== Copyright (C) 2002-2015, and GNU GPL’d, by Julian Seward et al.

==10828== Using Valgrind-3.11.0 and LibVEX; rerun with -h for copyright

info

==10828== Command: ./a.out --leak-check=full

==10828==

classA constr

accessed classA 1times

accessed classA 2times

accessed classA 3times

classA destr

==10828==

==10828== HEAP SUMMARY:

==10828== in use at exit: 72,704 bytes in 1 blocks

==10828== total heap usage: 4 allocs, 3 frees, 73,756 bytes allocated

==10828==

==10828== LEAK SUMMARY:

==10828== definitely lost: 0 bytes in 0 blocks

==10828== indirectly lost: 0 bytes in 0 blocks

==10828== possibly lost: 0 bytes in 0 blocks

==10828== still reachable: 72,704 bytes in 1 blocks
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==10828== suppressed: 0 bytes in 0 blocks

==10828== Rerun with --leak-check=full to see details of leaked memory

==10828==

==10828== For counts of detected and suppressed errors, rerun with: -v

==10828== ERROR SUMMARY: 0 errors from 0 contexts (suppressed: 0 from 0)

Further Reading

• This edition loosely based on Knuth section 2.5

• As always, for much more information and examples please consult boost.org

• One of the more amazing FAQs for C++ back in the day was at parashift, I
believe this and other superior C++ FAQs are now available via https://isocpp.org/faq

• For one of the best boost references, check out this site (I liked it so much I
ponied up the dough years ago for the book) : https://theboostcpplibraries.com/

0.21

As we dive into blockchain for a couple of weeks, we begin by looking at hash-
cash and the concept of proof of work (PoW), one component in blockchain. In
turn, PoW relies on random number generation and hash functions, two topics
we touched on previously. Originally devised as an anti-spamming measure,
hashcash (attributed to Adam Back, although others devised similar schemes
previously) PoW involves searching for a hash function that generates a par-
ticular type of output for a given input eg., a certain number of leading zeros.
You can experiment with this procedure in (for example) Ubuntu by installing
hashcash ’sudo apt-get install hashcash’. The utility takes a number of input
arguments, the most relevent here is -m for minting eg.,

>hashcash -m test -X

X-Hashcash: 1:20:170725:test::IcVkr12fBv2+Ga7j:00000000000003L44

This is the format used to create an email header that helps filter spam,
for reasons that should be clearer shortly. The last three fields are of most
interest here. For example, after the message (’test’) is a base-64 encoded string,
the hash function that has been determined via search. The search begins by
initiating a counter with a random number, which is incremented until such time
as the SHA-1 hash of the header has the required property. By default, this
property is that first 20 bits of the hash are all zeros. There are 2160 possible hash
values, of which 2140 produce the desired result. Therefore the odds of striking a
suitable function are 1 in 220. With the function determined, the counter stops
incrementing (last field in header) and the process is complete. As you can
imagine, the process of searching on average about a million functions is a small
price to pay for a single email, but costly for thousands or millions of emails. On
the other hand, the process of verification for the recipient (eg., in the context of
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decentralized email communication) is simply a matter of computing the SHA
of the header and verifying that it has the desired property eg., here we’ve
produced a hashing with five leading zeros:

hashcash -m test | tr -d "\n" | shasum

00000456145e8c48b9c18a3149842bd9611f1958 -

The recipient can check various details of the header to confirm validity (eg.,
the date/third field), perhaps even recording the entire string in a database
to avoid duplication. Some of the uniqueness is captured in the last counter
field, frequently referred to as the number used once or ’nonce’ for short. With
the ’b’ option we can increase the number of leading bits that should be zero,
further increasing the cost of computation and thus the value behind the PoW
operation. Next time we’ll apply this to blockchain and discuss further details
of the overall technology.

Further Reading

• You could review hashing in Knuth, section 6.4, or RNG in book 1.

• Arguably the most seminal paper in cryptocurrency remains the work
written under the pseudonym S. Nakamoto ”Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Elec-
tronic Cash System” available from http://bitcoin.org.

• The website http://hashcash.org has a wealth of information, including
several links to interesting articles.

0.22

We began our look at blockchain by studying the Proof of Work (PoW) concept,
specifically hashcash, used in Bitcoin. Before we apply this idea, we do need to
step back and understand several other components, including the distributed
network; we often work with centralized or decentralized networks. Which is
to say that one or more nodes and/or connections are critical to the security
and/or longevity of our application. Paul Baran was arguably the first to delin-
eate these different networking possibilities, in an illuminating series of RAND
research reports. This series was written during the height of the Cold War when
the US was developing decentralized or distributed networks, invulnerable to at-
tack by various means. From approximately 1990 and NSFNet onwards until
recently, centralized or decentralized networks have been predominant. How-
ever, in keeping with the zeitgeist, we are witnessing the rise in popularity of
the distributed network, at the heart of blockchain. Well outside the present
scope, but if you can, I encourage you to read ”Volatility and Friction in the
Age of Disintermediation”. The following paragraphs will give you a feel for the
article, and might help us see and understand (in coming weeks) the potential
and relevance of blockchain:
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The current volatility is not a coincidence, but rather the result of
fundamental disturbances of the global order that are greatly ampli-
fied by rapid technological developments. Most mainstream expla-
nations of recent turbulence focus on power transitions (the decline
of the West and the rise of the rest), the concomitant return to more
aggressive forms of power politics, and a backlash against globaliza-
tion. What strikes us is that many of the explanations ignore what
we consider one of the most striking mega-trends that is reshaping
the dynamics of power: the ongoing process of disintermediation.
Disintermediation refers to the phenomenon in which ‘middle men’
are being increasingly cut out of a range of social interactions due to
a new generation of social technologies that allow for far more direct
forms of connecting groups and individuals. In this process, many of
the layered, hierarchical structures that emerged during the Indus-
trial Age are at risk of being eliminated. This transition is creating
much uncertainty and friction, especially when and where people,
and institutions - and even whole professions - are made redundant

Again too vast a topic to dive into here, but the most important aspect of
blockchain (essentially a distributed ledger, in case you weren’t aware) is the
idea of disintermediation or removal of the middleman, by way of the distributed
network.To demonstrate the resiliance of the distributed network, we turn back
to graphs, discussed in prior weeks in the context of object recognition. In a
series of Monte Carlo experiments, we will construct a graph to represent a
network, where as before edges are connections. We’ll examine the effect of
aderserial attacks on the network, by randomly removing nodes and/or edges
and looking at the behavior of Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. I’ve put
together some test code, with an input graph constructed using a Delaunay
triangulation of a random point set:

This is essentially a distributed network of 100 nodes. The next figure shows
the adjacency matrix for the network; recall that non-zero (white) entries corre-
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spond to edges between nodes. The test code below simply loads the adjacency
matrix and randomly eliminates successively more of the edges, per iteration.
In each iteration, Dijkstra’s shortest distance is calculated from a source node
(0) to each node, and the average path length is calculated.

The results of this experiment are shown in the final figure. The first plot
shows the impact of the edge removal on the shortest distance. In the second
plot is the number of non-zero edges remaining divided by the original number
ie., this is a measure of the degree to which the distributed network has been
comprimised. As you can see, with almost 40 % of the edges removed, the
shortest path is only approximately 20 % worse. Pushing the experiment further,
up to 70 % of the edges can be removed and there are still pathways available
away from the source node; the final panel shows just how many nodes per
experiment are reachable.

To summarize, in the last two editions we’ve shown the simplicity and power
behind the proof of work (PoW) concept, as well the resiliance of the distributed
network, two key ingredients in blockchain.

Further Reading

• Do check out Paul Baran’s series of articles when you get a chance eg.,
grep on ”Paul Baran and the Origins of the Internet” or his memo ”On
Distributed Communications: I. Introduction to Distributed Communica-
tions Networks”

• Knuth covers some graph theory in Chapter 7, Vol 3.
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• Interestingly, Dijkstra’s algorithm forms the basis for the PoW opera-
tion in another (now defunct?) cryptocurrency, Dijkstra coin. All I can
find really find on this without searching too hard is available via github:
https://github.com/Dijkstracoin/dijkstracoin

• Here’s a link to the fascinating article I reference above from The Hague
Centre for Strategic Studies : http://hcss.nl/report/volatility-and-friction-
age-disintermediation

#include <armadillo>

#include <iostream>

#include <vector>

#include <algorithm>

#include <limits>

int mDist(std::vector<std::pair<double,bool> >& dist)

{

double min = std::numeric_limits<double>::max(), min_index=0,i=0;

for (auto it=dist.begin(); it!=dist.end(); it++,i++)

if (it->second == false && it->first <= min)

{

min = it->first;

min_index = i;

}

return min_index;
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}

std::vector<std::pair<double,bool> > dijks(arma::Mat<double>& graph, int

src)

{

std::vector<std::pair<double,bool> > dist;

for (int i = 0; i < graph.n_rows; i++)

dist.push_back({std::numeric_limits<double>::max(),false});

dist.at(src).first = 0;

for (int i = 0; i < graph.n_rows-1; i++)

{

int j = mDist(dist);

dist.at(j).second=true;

for (int k = 0; k < graph.n_rows; k++)

if (!dist.at(k).second && graph.at(j,k)

&& dist.at(j).first !=

std::numeric_limits<double>::max()

&& dist.at(j).first + graph.at(j,k) < dist.at(k).first)

dist.at(k).first = dist.at(j).first + graph.at(j,k);

}

return dist;

}

int main(int argc, char * argv[] )

{

arma::Mat<double> dnet,adj;

dnet.load(argv[1]);

arma::uvec inds = find(dnet > 0);

for (int i=0; i<300; i++)

{

adj=dnet;

for (int j=0; j<i; j++)

{

int r = (int) floor(rand() / (double) RAND_MAX *

inds.size());

int ii = inds.at(r) % dnet.n_rows;

int jj = (int) ((double) inds.at(r) / (double) dnet.n_rows);

adj.at(ii,jj)=0.;
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adj.at(jj,ii)=0.;

}

arma::uvec inds2 = find(adj > 0);

std::vector<std::pair<double,bool> > dist = dijks(adj, 0);

double avg=0,num=0.;

for (auto it=dist.begin(); it!=dist.end(); it++)

if (it->first < 100000.)

{

avg += it->first;

num += 1.;

}

std::cout << avg / num << " ";

std::cout << (double) inds2.n_elem/(double) inds.n_elem;

std::cout << " " << num << std::endl;

}

return 0;

}

0.23

It’s been quite a month since the last edition of tttaocp. Harvey blew into
town, and for the second time in 25 years the David Lynch fans among us
were left pondering a Twin Peaks finale. More relevant to this short series is
the declaration of war on bitcoin from particular central banks, and a general
decline in cryptocurrency valution. Perhaps a bubble bursting, middle men
fighting back, or both. Time will tell. Regardless of how things play out, the
technology behind bitcoin will remain relevant for a wide variety of application
areas, as I’ll try to demonstrate as we wrap up. We began with a look at the
proof of work concept and hash functions, then the distributed network. This
edition will go over the vaguaries of using openssl for encryption. Next time
we’ll discuss the Merkle tree, central to constructing blocks, and then conclude
with some not-safe-for-work experiments with cryptocurrency.

Imran Bashir in his book on blockchain gives the chart below, showing re-
lationships between different cryptographic elements. We’ve touched on several
of these topics in reading through TAOCP eg., week one was RNG. We looked
at an esoteric example of assymetric cryptography via the knapsack algorithm.
When discussing a secure RESTful client-server pair, we generated a public and
private key. Here we look a little more in depth at practical cryptography using
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openssl. For instance, below I generate and examine a private key, of length
1024 elements and base64 encoded, using the RSA algorithm:

$ openssl genpkey -algorithm RSA -out pkey.pem -pkeyopt

rsa_keygen_bits:1024

..........++++++

.............++++++

$ more pkey.pem

-----BEGIN PRIVATE KEY-----

MIICdwIBADANBgkqhkiG9w0BAQEFAASCAmEwggJdAgEAAoGBAKj73qBoYPvLAvMZ

JVEs0LG/q9UW0cinf/a2fpI8V9FSwKpnT+YH+7ruUt5JWukFTmwlppFn+ALD9ZPC

DStzmIL92B6TeGoi7zrznu9frvMYOmLJsAHQDPFsE3H35eZKXE3DoE7R/FMI+OVw

kvddQi5Of87gwvDRcPqmF/GY0RPxAgMBAAECgYEAhFDTvV59sisAIEGsSqeAse2X

Kr83fJpLRG8ZJIBDcxAM9GD42vGdVn2OPafKm3MgOOYySuDR/bha7luf3EojPAi2

v9olEoDQmtsOI4xGnxaUe5veREaXhqnHXOCzi/lyuSio5kmq9e14v54N+4faut0E

Z8jU6EyNYoe1ssGVRQECQQDQwZZR/pakQ+PQumj/3f/mcVazvBoGQha/jCznrAwP

huN2bzzZ0bzWvVvqHJarxC1fTQMxkYCFJjjBTdt0hFM5AkEAzzoMiBddsTgfgQjP

Ruv40NPAg+TwSOKsiC48+zs+9OYLZk3zNM1/55F/PAsDVe2oN3VXQw3+Sf0jSZ6s

Kl2ueQJBAM4fN5PCc2/CcQE57k8mHnSlWFyj0HZ5bwi3Geeuo0H5iEL61vSj+Xd3

BXiFvefgDoTY/9xDtMjD0qpbe+LyfVECQE9g3QwEZ09LQEYdKcjw+w6DDmt3dtN0
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gMJpc9KIj0UgGZ3GnjLLxQLfKO3HCjAQKS+VMyfsZEvTO4En1qsj14ECQFF9Q8d8

DMbafGmjfTlNsP+5DpTdIsNEJwLmkmVuyU+rDbeHt8omsErydnRMlyv2Asgx0620

jNhApmfjLn3cBNQ=

-----END PRIVATE KEY-----

Recall from the study of the knapsack algorithm that mathematically a
public or sharable key can be generated from a private example. In this case,
using the RSA algorithm, we can do so in openssl via:

$ openssl rsa -pubout -in pkey.pem -out pubkey.pem

writing RSA key

$ more pubkey.pem

-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----

MIGfMA0GCSqGSIb3DQEBAQUAA4GNADCBiQKBgQCo+96gaGD7ywLzGSVRLNCxv6vV

FtHIp3/2tn6SPFfRUsCqZ0/mB/u67lLeSVrpBU5sJaaRZ/gCw/WTwg0rc5iC/dge

k3hqIu86857vX67zGDpiybAB0AzxbBNx9+XmSlxNw6BO0fxTCPjlcJL3XUIuTn/O

4MLw0XD6phfxmNET8QIDAQAB

-----END PUBLIC KEY-----

Obviously this key can be shared with somone else, in order to encrypt data.
It’s outside the scope of this short article, but to examine the RSA features
of the private key including prime numbers, modulus, exponent etc, you could
issue openssl rsa -text -in pkey.pem. In the following example, we use the
private key to encrypt a message:

$ openssl rsautl -encrypt -inkey pubkey.pem -pubin -in message.txt -out

msg.rsa

and the owner of both private and public key upon receipt of the message
can decrypt thusly:

$ openssl rsautl -decrypt -inkey pkey.pem -in msg.rsa -out msg_out.txt

$ more msg_out.txt

the rain in spain falls

Several key steps in blockchain involve elliptic curve cryptography (ECC);
the math is comparable to that found in the note on the knapsack algorithm,
involving finite fields and modular arithmetic. In order to list the standards
available in OpenSSL, you could issue:

$ openssl ecparam -list_curves

secp112r1 : SECG/WTLS curve over a 112 bit prime field

secp112r2 : SECG curve over a 112 bit prime field

secp128r1 : SECG curve over a 128 bit prime field

secp128r2 : SECG curve over a 128 bit prime field

secp160k1 : SECG curve over a 160 bit prime field

secp160r1 : SECG curve over a 160 bit prime field
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secp160r2 : SECG/WTLS curve over a 160 bit prime field

secp192k1 : SECG curve over a 192 bit prime field

secp224k1 : SECG curve over a 224 bit prime field

secp224r1 : NIST/SECG curve over a 224 bit prime field

secp256k1 : SECG curve over a 256 bit prime field

secp384r1 : NIST/SECG curve over a 384 bit prime field

secp521r1 : NIST/SECG curve over a 521 bit prime field

prime192v1: NIST/X9.62/SECG curve over a 192 bit prime field

prime192v2: X9.62 curve over a 192 bit prime field

prime192v3: X9.62 curve over a 192 bit prime field

prime239v1: X9.62 curve over a 239 bit prime field

prime239v2: X9.62 curve over a 239 bit prime field

prime239v3: X9.62 curve over a 239 bit prime field

prime256v1: X9.62/SECG curve over a 256 bit prime field

....

In order to generate a private key using a particular curve:

$ openssl ecparam -name secp256k1 -genkey -noout -out priv_key.pem

$ more priv_key.pem

-----BEGIN EC PRIVATE KEY-----

MHQCAQEEIOoGRooFGinRPsGyCbPadty/DpNsPrwCbC2w1OA8CNoyoAcGBSuBBAAK

oUQDQgAEVbzFsDNQGkiHAT8Xvl5TRIfkP9o5puMXNpcZ/p/GKn/J/HfM2y+pJLaq

KLhn6xmC/Z76mjazIt6waYduoV9Wpw==

-----END EC PRIVATE KEY-----

Similarly to before, a public key can be generated via:

$ openssl ec -in priv_key.pem -pubout -out pub_key.pem

read EC key

writing EC key

$ more pub_key.pem

-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----

MFYwEAYHKoZIzj0CAQYFK4EEAAoDQgAEVbzFsDNQGkiHAT8Xvl5TRIfkP9o5puMX

NpcZ/p/GKn/J/HfM2y+pJLaqKLhn6xmC/Z76mjazIt6waYduoV9Wpw==

-----END PUBLIC KEY-----

Last but not least, fairly central to block chain is the concept of digital
signatures, a method by which a receiver can confirm the authenticity/identity
of the sender. In some senses we combine the ideas and steps just presented in
the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA). A first step is create
a private key eg.,

$ openssl ecparam -genkey -name secp256k1 -noout -out ec_pkey.pem

$ more ec_pkey.pem

-----BEGIN EC PRIVATE KEY-----

MHQCAQEEIDODiS7gDarZCrvlRXiMmA56fhiUgKOzp9y0HPrkANXhoAcGBSuBBAAK

oUQDQgAEXtsIN4Pb5LFkbRnx2UloGl6XI0f5scxsaiyJw81TLo7k28x2oAEPMm3z

IpKbLSAVmM9H3lMmsEqznlWW/ctd+w==
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-----END EC PRIVATE KEY-----

As before, we can generate a public key from the private:

$ openssl ec -in ec_pkey.pem -pubout -out ec_pubkey.pem

read EC key

writing EC key

$ more ec_pubkey.pem

-----BEGIN PUBLIC KEY-----

MFYwEAYHKoZIzj0CAQYFK4EEAAoDQgAEXtsIN4Pb5LFkbRnx2UloGl6XI0f5scxs

aiyJw81TLo7k28x2oAEPMm3zIpKbLSAVmM9H3lMmsEqznlWW/ctd+w==

-----END PUBLIC KEY-----

To sign a message msg.txt, the sender would issue:

$ openssl dgst -sha256 -sign ec_pkey.pem msg.txt > signed.bin

Last but not least, on the receiver side, verification takes place via:

$ openssl dgst -sha256 -verify ec_pubkey.pem -signature signed.bin

msg.txt

Verified OK

which is analogous to the process by which a web browser verifies the identity
of a web server/source. Next time we discuss the Merkle tree and then finally
conclude with some cryptocurrency experiments (on my home network!).

Further reading

• I found a good description of the Merkle tree here, albeit in Java (note that
you will need to install maven to build) : https://github.com/quux00/merkle-
tree

• I’ve spared you the math behind the sha256 algorithm; the original stan-
dard is available here:
https://csrc.nist.gov/csrc/media/publications/fips/180/2/archive/2002-08-
01/documents/fips180-2.pdf

• The examples above are adapted directly from Imran Bashir’s book ’Mas-
tering Blockchain’, well worth a read.

• Much of cryptography rests on the math of finite fields, pioneered by
Evariste Galois. If you have an appetite for math and historical dramati-
zations, ”the French Mathematician” is a pretty good account of his short
and tragic life.
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0.24

At last we get to the Merkle tree, the innards if you will, of the blocks in
blockchain. First invented by Ralph Merkle in the 1970’s, they are best de-
scribed as a binary tree of hashes, where each node is the hash of the two nodes
below, apart from the leaves, in this case an ordered list of information eg., fi-
nancial transactions. Imagine that in another context you are trying to confirm
the validity of a data stream eg., your favorite Linux OS that you just down-
loaded. There is the possibility of a lossy channel, out of order data packets,
or a variety of other maladies that you need to account for. This is where the
Merkle tree or it’s variants comes in; consider the message below, which is con-
siderably easier to look at than the several gigabytes of binary that might be a
Cent OS distro:

In Hartford, Hereford and Hampshire, hurricanes hardly happen

Here I use the fabulous boost::property tree in conjunction with a C++
class for sha256 to create a naive Merkle tree of the stream, which I serialize
and save as XML:

#include <boost/property_tree/ptree.hpp>

#include <boost/property_tree/xml_parser.hpp>

#include <iostream>

#include <cstdlib>

#include <sha256.hpp>

namespace pt = boost::property_tree;

int main()

{

pt::ptree pt;

std::string messages[8] = {"In Hertford,","Hereford, ","and",

"Hampshire, ","hurricanes", "hardly", "ever", "happen"};

std::string l1 = sha256(messages[0]),

l2 = sha256(messages[1]),

l3 = sha256(messages[2]),

l4 = sha256(messages[3]),

l5 = sha256(messages[4]),

l6 = sha256(messages[5]),

l7 = sha256(messages[6]),

l8 = sha256(messages[7]);

std::string b1 = sha256(l1+l2),

b2 = sha256(l3+l4),

b3 = sha256(l5+l6),
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b4 = sha256(l7+l8);

std::string b12 = sha256(b1+b2),

b34 = sha256(b3+b4),

b1234 = sha256(b12+b34);

pt.put("b1234.b12.b1.l1",messages[0]);

pt.put("b1234.b12.b1.l2",messages[1]);

pt.put("b1234.b12.b2.l3",messages[2]);

pt.put("b1234.b12.b2.l4",messages[3]);

pt.put("b1234.b34.b3.l5",messages[4]);

pt.put("b1234.b34.b3.l6",messages[5]);

pt.put("b1234.b34.b4.l7",messages[6]);

pt.put("b1234.b34.b4.l8",messages[7]);

pt.put("b1234.b12.b1",b1);

pt.put("b1234.b12.b2",b2);

pt.put("b1234.b34.b3",b3);

pt.put("b1234.b34.b4",b4);

pt.put("b1234.b12",b12);

pt.put("b1234.b34",b34);

pt.put("b1234",b1234);

pt::write_xml("foo.xml", pt);

}

And if we visualize the XML eg., in a browser, we see the following:

If we were just concerned with the overall file integrity, we would transmit
the root hash (b1234), and the receiver would perform a similar procedure on
their end to create the root hash. Obviously if they find a different hash, the
file is corrupt. In reality, a much less expensive hashing algorithm is used for
this procedure, and the size of the chunks operated on is conisderably larger.
From the figure you can hopefully ascertain that creating fixed length digests
(hashes) of small chunks is pretty wasteful. In blockchain, the Merkle tree is
used in a streaming sense, as we’ve already hinted. More specifically, the tree or
a part thereof can be used to confirm sequential data (eg., transactions). Once
ordered information has been confirmed, then historical data and the relevant
hashes can be trimmed from the tree, just retaining objects relevant to current
and new leaves in the tree.
Next time, in what will surely be the most tl;dr post ever, we’ll go over the
original bitcoin paper and perform the much hyped, not-safe-for-work bitcoin
experiments.

Further reading

• If you haven’t read it before, now’s a good time to review : https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
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• Once again I’ve referred to Boris Schäling’s excellent cookbook for boost
: https://theboostcpplibraries.com/boost.propertytree

• When ready to develop with bitcoin eg., your own payment processing sys-
tem, you could dive into the developer examples : https://bitcoin.org/en/developer-
examples

• Recall that Knuth discusses hashing in section 6.4. Cryptographically
secure algorithms like sha256 have a much lower probability of collisions
than simpler procedures like md5, still often used for file integrity checks.

0.25

As we’ve discussed, blockchain promises to remove the trusted third party/in-
termediary (a.k.a the middle man) in transactions, financial and otherwise. In
a digital world, signatures are one step towards proof of a transaction, but once
used/spent, there must be some means of preventing ’double spending’ or dig-
ital currency reuse. Blockchain helps eliminate the potential of double spend
in various steps, beginning with the hashing of a transaction into a chain of
hash-based proof-of-work. This information is broadly shared and worked upon
in a distributed network, week two of the miniseries. Recall from the first week
that the proof-of-work performed is relatively expensive. If we assume that most
CPU power is contributing to building the chain, which can be financially prof-
itable for nodes that ‘mine’ (vs adverserial activity), the longest chain is the one
that represents the most complete and true account of all transactions. Chains
are broadcast on a best effort basis, with nodes entering/leaving the network as
they please.
The hashing operation has the properties presented in week one of the mini-
series, namely that the result has a specific number of leading zeros. Figure 1
is adapted from Bashir, showing the breakdown of the blockchain, with a ex-
panded view of the block header, containing the Merkle root that we discussed
last time. In order to use bitcoin as a e-commerce or digital transaction plat-
form , we must establish an address, which relies on ellipic curve cryptography,
discussed in hand-waving terms two issues ago. The address is derived from
a generated public key, hashed twice, once with sha256 and then ripemd160.
The result of this process is appended with a version number and encoded using
Base58Check, making an unabiguous alpha-numeric string. With identities or
addresses, we can perform transactions. Transactions are quite varied in na-
ture, but always comprise at least one input and/or one output ie., sinks and
sources of coins. The minting of coins is one operation where there are no inputs,
however, in general the exchange of digital currency requires signatures and a
transaction chain. Bashir gives the following description for the transaction
lifecycle:

• A user/sender sends a transaction using an agent like wallet software

• The wallet software signs the transaction using the private key
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Figure 2: Blockchain y’all
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Table 1: Elements of a blockchain transaction
Field Size Description
Version
Number

4 bytes dictates rules to be used by the
miners and nodes for transaction
processing

Input
counter

1 -9 bytes number of transaction inputs

Inputs variable contains various items, including
previous transaction hash, pre-
vious Txout-index, Txin-script
length, Txin-script and optional
sequence number

Output
counter

1-9 bytes number of transaction outputs

Output list variable outputs from transaction
lock time 4 bytes Earliest time when a transaction

is considered valid, UNIX time or
block number

• Transaction is broadcast to the bitcoin network

• Mining nodes include this transaction in the next block to be mined

• Mining begins once a miner who solves PoW broadcasts the newly mined
block to the network.

• Nodes verify the block and propagate it further, initiating confirmation
(consensus among nodes)

• When one or more confirmations arrive in the receivers wallet, the trans-
action is considered valid to a certain degree of confidence. With six
confirmations, the odds that the digital coins have been spent elsewhere
is vanishingly small.

Table 1 gives the transaction structure. For the experiments below (per-
formed at home!!!), I cloned and built the bitcoin source from github, on Ubuntu.
I found I had to upgrade the version of boost C++ installed on my ubuntu box.
If you examine the source code, you can find the genesis or first block, in the
chainparams.cpp file:

/**

* Build the genesis block. Note that the output of its generation

* transaction cannot be spent since it did not originally exist in the

* database.

*

* CBlock(hash=000000000019d6, ver=1, hashPrevBlock=00000000000000,

hashMerkleRoot=4a5e1e, nTime=1231006505, nBits=1d00ffff,

nNonce=2083236893, vtx=1)
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* CTransaction(hash=4a5e1e, ver=1, vin.size=1, vout.size=1,

nLockTime=0)

* CTxIn(COutPoint(000000, -1), coinbase

04ffff001d0104455468652054696d65732030332f4a616e\

2f32303039204368616e63656c6c6f72206f6e206272696e6b206f\

66207365636f6e64206261696c6f757420666f722062616e6b73)

* CTxOut(nValue=50.00000000, scriptPubKey=0x5F1DF16B2B704C8A578D0B)

* vMerkleTree: 4a5e1e

*/

static CBlock CreateGenesisBlock(uint32_t nTime, uint32_t nNonce,

uint32_t nBits, int32_t nVersion, const CAmount& genesisReward)

{

const char* pszTimestamp = "The Times 03/Jan/2009 Chancellor on

brink of second bailout for banks";

const CScript genesisOutputScript = CScript() <<

ParseHex("04678afdb0fe5548271967f1a67130b7105cd6a828e\

03909a67962e0ea1f61deb649f6bc3f4cef38c4f35504e51ec112de5c384df7ba0b8d578a4c702b6bf11d5f")

<< OP_CHECKSIG;

return CreateGenesisBlock(pszTimestamp, genesisOutputScript, nTime,

nNonce, nBits, nVersion, genesisReward);

}

When first firing up bitcoind eg., through the QT client, it will take some
time to download all the blocks from the P2P network. You may see the fol-
lowing or something similar, figure 2.

If you peak at network traffic, using tcpdump or wireshark, you’ll see that
blocks come from many points in the distributed network to your new node. If
you dig into the source code for bitcoin, you’ll see that there is some quirky albeit
highly effective logic for load balancing and ensuring bandwidth in the P2P
network is fairly optimized. Wireshark in particular will let you drill into your
packets, showing the contents for different bitcoin messages eg., the contents of
blocks themselves, including merkle root.

Every subsequent block in the blockchain is linked to the one previous, by
referecing the previous block’s header hash, beginning with the genesis block.
Note the timestamp in the header block; it contains information that demon-
strates it could not have been created prior to 3 January 2009. Mining is the
process by which new blocks are added, and is accomplished by one or more
nodes. The node that wins, so to speak, is that which has the longest chain.
Nodes in the network that after receipt of a longer chain find they have created
stale blocks, ultimately discard them. As you may suspect, there is the poten-
tial for nodes to create a valid block at the same time, and a network fork can
occur. Mining nodes are rewarded with coins, and can also collect transaction
fees, when including transactions in new blocks. The mining algorithm has the
following steps:

• Previous hash block is retrieved from the network

• A set of potential transactions that has been broadcast on the network is
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Figure 3: Bitcoin QT client, upon initial execution

Figure 4: Wireshark capture of bitcoin transaction block
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Figure 5: bitcoin QT client running on testnet

put into a new block

• The double hash of the block header is computed with a nonce and the
previous block header, using sha256

• If the result is lower than the current difficulty level, stop, else

• repeat process with incremented nonce, until the difficulty level is exceeded

As you may know, the difficulty level which is predicated on several factors
and made increasingly hard over time precludes the use of even relatively so-
phisticated CPU/GPU/FPGA rigs from effectively making money by mining,
at this point in time. Which is to say that you will likely expend more money on
electricity :) However there’s plenty of vendors willing take your (non-digital)
money in the hopes you buy up their mining rigs. If you want to get your
hands dirty with mining, or using bitcoin as a transaction system, then you’re
better off doing your experiments with the bitcoin testnet. The final figure be-
low is a screenshot of the qt UI once all the blocks of the test network have
downloaded. This is the best place to conduct any experiments, much more
information available here: https://en.bitcoin.it/wiki/Testnet.

Further reading

• Again I’ve lifted much of this discussion from Imran Bashir’s book ’Mas-
tering Blockchain.


